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PROFS PETITION PRESIDENT
By JIM IZANEC, News Reporter

"A more concerted and enlightened effort to seek a
solution to the Vietnam situation is needed," conciudes
Dr. George Wing, one of the signers of a letter to President
Lyndon B. Johnson requesting a cessation of the bombing of North Vietnam and the initiation of negotiations
for a cease fire and cessation of hostilities.
(The lcxl of the letter and the
list of signers is on page 3.)

-News (Getz) Photo
NEW EDITOR-IN-CHIEF . JIM ARANDA checks over photos for
this week's· final issue of the News. He will begin his third year on
the stat? in September;.

Ar.arida Named .:News ·Editor;
Announces·. ·New Staff ·Aides
By BANANA ENGEL, News Copy Editor .

Mr. Thomas E. Young, Moderator of the News, Robert
Joseph, Student. Body President, and out-going editor
John Getz have announced the appointment of James C.
Aranda a~ Editor-hi-Chief of the News for the scholastic
!'ear of 1967-68. Aranda, a History major, held the position of Managing Editor for the past year. Mike Henson,
a· junior English major, will assume this position next year.
Speaking of these . appointments Getz said, "Jim's obviously
the man for the job. ·The N,ews
could not 'have printed a single
issue· this year without him. He
was absolutely indispensable. He
contbin-es the essential qualities
of original ideas, organizational
a·bility, pr act i ca 1 journalistic
know-how, and tireless energy.
Add to At·anda's list of qualifica•
tions, the talent and energy of
Mike Henson and you have an
unbe.atable combination. I predict
great things for the News under
Jim's leadel'ship."
These two men will be assisted
by a staff composed of Paul
Maier, News Executive Editor,
who along· with Jack Patton will
share the duties of a Fine Arts
column. Dave Thamann has been
appointed Editorial page editor.
Bdb West will be a contributing
eolumnist for the upcoming year.
Pralslq out-rolni Editor Gets,
Aranda •nd the 1taff declared,
.. we•ve done ver7 well this year.
but eould have accomplished
nothins without his leadership
and example, Worklnr with John
a ve~ educational anti rewardln&- experience. The. Xavier

wu

lf•n ••• a crea& deal to John'•
Ji'ole11loaal eompeteae,. · anti ...

.........

llpeakin1 of the future, Aranda
propcll8d : to ."follow the aame

policy, for the moat part, that
.. lolua ~ued. We are IQ funda..
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The H Xavier faculty signers
sense "an obligation to speak
out," comments signer Dr. Richa1·d lUiester. "Maybe our small
voice at Xavier will show that
there is a minority which disagrees with U. S. foreign policy.
l\'laybe the students will start to
think about different tioints of
view."
The possible results or the
criticism being offered by the
"ve1·y significant minority which
is growing day by clay throughout the country," says Dr. Wing,
would be anothe1· Congrcsional
hearing on foreign policy which
would be conducted by a bipartisan committee this time.
In stating her reasons for
signing, Dr. Majorie Dew qu~s
tioned, "Can we feel confident°
that as much top-level thought
is being spent to search for ways
to stop the fighting as is being

spent to defend the present adminish'ation policy'/
"It is my intention," Dr. Wing
firmly states, "to hurt U. S.
foreign policy if it is wrong.
I have done all the reading that
I could on the entire Vietnam

DR. RICHARD MEISTER
• •• i-equests stop to bombing

situation. The President seem•
to be locked in the situation.
He seems to be keIJt locked in
by those. men who have intcrest1
in the war.
"I am not for a complete withdrawal. However, the situation
seems to be going towards a
catash·ophic confrontation of the
U. S. and China in a land war
in Asia.
"We arc reHcraling \I' hat
some of the most august leaders
of Congress are saying." Dr.
Wing obsen·es that Senator Fulbright has partly staled how
the signers feel: "To criticize
one's country is lo do il a service and pay it a compliment. It
is a service because it evidences
a. belief that the country can
do better than it is doing.''
Dr. Dew takes up the same
general tact: "Must not everyone
who has serious doubts question
and continue to question? . . . I·
will never agree that there is
any t·oom to question my right
to submit question to anyone in
our government. That is my
obligation-of-conscience no malte1· how uncomfortable I may
be with my own reasoning nor
how uncomfortable those who
differ with me make me."

Economics Professor George Wing
Named by ASN As Teacher of Year
By JIM ARANDA, News Mana&"in&' Editor

Dr. George A. Wing, Associate Professor of Economics
and Finance and Chairman of the Department of Economics and Finance, has been named Teacher of the Year
by Alpha Sigma Nu, the National Jesuit Honorary Fraternity.
This is the fourth year that
Alpha Sigma Nu has made this
award for their Interpretation of
the educated man's educator. It
Is notably different from the
President's award, which honors
a professor for distinguished
scholarship and ·publication. Dr.
Wing joins Rev. E. Brueggman,
S. J., Dr. Karl Wentersdorf, and
Dr. William J. Larkin on the list
of winners.
While no list of criteria fo1·
selection could be definitely and

universally applied, the following points guided the members
of ASN in making their choice:
The teacher of the year should:
• maintain a free and open
student-teacher relationship both
in and outside the classroom;
• make a professional, scholarly presentation of his course
material;
• be attuned to the needs ot
the students as well as to current scholarship and research;
• challenge and inspire the

IOURNALIST DENSON
•• • dictates note to News
Secretary LaGrange
-News (Banana) Photo

student both by his extensive
knowledge and imaginative classroom presentation, as well as by
cou1·se assignments;

mental agreement on the purpose
of a college newspaper. We will
go off campus for our stories, as
well as covering the campus
events. I dread the .. thought of
being labeled as 'provincial.'
The News will stimulate and excite next yea1·; it will build up
rather than tear down; it will be
read.

Moderator Youns expreBHtl
eonfldenoe In &be IDeomlnr 1lafl.
'"Tbla • r o • p laa1 esperleaee,
llnow-llow, and, above all, a
,._, •..are &e w•k. Tbelr eoatrlba..._ Wm .. --- la ....

-
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DR. GEORGE WING
••• an educated man's educator

-New• ('J'reiater) Phot•
ftAGDT naucK aaocKMAN DALL when the platform supporiiq color televilion. collapaed, demolishin1 the aet. Maintenance
enw1 did a a... job c:leaninc up the remaina.

• be dedicated to the intellectual grnwth of the student, tile
improvement of the University,
and further advances in his pnrticular field;
• direct his co u rs e toward
challenging the better sludc11 t
as opposed to keeping all al the
pace of the poorer one.
Dr. Wing leaves Xavier next
year, spending a year in East
Pakistan on a grant from Indiana Univel'sity. He just this
)'ear took over the duties of
chairman of the Economics and
Finance Department followini
Fr. Besse's promotion to Assis•
tant Dean, College of Arts and
Sciences.
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Editorials

News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:

From Politics to Prayer,
Frorµ Division to -Unity

e More atld hfoher 4U•Htt1 recreoc «>J>POl'Cunltfe• t«>r Xavier
•tudenC., to be made 1J018'ble '"
pare bt1 the elimination ot the
11earl11 retreat oblioation and Chu.
the campu. triduuTU.

Defining the point at which religion should involve
Itself in political issues is a touchy question. When these
political issues take on moral aspects which tend to furlher
divide public opinion, the problem is intensified. But a
a;olution must be found; there must be a me:rns for the
Church to exert influence toward moral good in politics
without entering into realms outside her own.
A group of Xavier students might have a solution.
Out of a common concern for the Vietnam war and a
desire to see its close, Mr. I<enneth P. Feit, S ..J., and a smaJl
group of friends cooperated in arranging for a Mass to
be offered for peace and for a vigil for the dead of the
"'at· to follow the services. After some difficulty over the
title of the service. the administration gave the go-ahead
and leaJ'lets were distributed advertising a "l\·lass for an
Ba rly r>eace," to be held on April 26. A vigil for the dead
and a short political talk by· Mr. J<'eit were to follow.
The Peace Mass was then called off by the administration. In a public announcement, Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, Dean of Men, insisted that the Mass "n9t be associated with demon:;trations or witnesses held on campus
for any purpose." It was fell that there would be "an unll voidable association between the services which were
scheduled for 1 :30, and the meeting which was scheduled
to follow the Mass outside the chapel.'' Objections were
also made to the inclusion of the word "early" in the title.
Evenlually, things were straightened out, and the simplified "Mass for Peace" was held Wednesday, May 10.
The vigil and talk were rescheduled for Monday, -May 15.
'fhe anxiety of the administration is justified. No one
wants the Mass to become an arm of a political front.
But to be overly concerned with political overtones in
this case was to miss the point. The Mass was never intended to be a demonstration.
The organizers of the Mass themselves wiJJ admit tha.t
t11ere were aspects of the advertising which could have
been interpreted as being concerned with politics, but the
effort was essentially religious.
The idea was to set up an atmosphere of thought and
prayer in which persons of any political belief could join
with people of other beliefs and come to grips with what
the war means. 'fhey were aiming, in the words of Mr.
Feit, for "solid moral convictions-not feelings.'' Any political overtones which appeared in the publicizing of the
Mass were incident.al t.o this purpose, thought and prayer
on a personal level. •rhe interference of the adminish'ation probably stirred up mistrust and hindered the success
of the effort. 1
It is elear that in the Vietnam conflict we are not
merely concerned with political issues, there is also a
serious moral question involved. The Church is not
equipped to answer political questions, but she is certainly able to help the individual come to grips with the
moral implications involved. This should be the role of
the Clrnreh in political <1uestions. When Jlolitics lead to
division, prayer can lead to unity.
-M.J.H.

Operation Super Mop-Up
This weekend's makeup retreat presents a lesson in
lww to grab your religion on the run. All the inadequecies
of the on-campus triduum have now been combined into
a time-saving biduum.
The an-around economy of this new measure is amazing. Besides the savings of a day in spiritual renewal,
Bella.rmine Chapel and Kelly Auditorium will be tied up
for only two-thirds the time usually involved. Of com·se,
this leaves the space open for people wallting to use the
chapel for prayer on a personal level, but what are you
going to do?
What's more, there will be almost one hundred students present. Imagine, Xavier students can file in, get
their IBM cards punched, hear a lecture, a-nd be herded
out, one hundred at a shot
Even with all this economy there remain some small
problems. With the threat of exams coming up in a week,
crowds of people, computer bureaucracy, it will be difficult for anyone to come to any real spiritual decisions.
:But, if nothing else, U is efficient.
-M.J.H.

Editorial Quote
Religious compulsion simply cioes not belong on
the campus. What Is required is that divine worship
become an exciting, dynamic event in the life of the
Christian community on campus; if this happen.s then
voluntary attendance wiJI increase rapidly; if it does
not happen, forced attendance wm not obscure the
community's failure at that which is most essential.
It seems to me that a campus which, on the one·
hand, enforces an elaborate system of rules and
insists on compulsory retreats and, on the other, has
an insipid liturgy really does not understand what
the Catholic Church is all about.
-Rev. Andrew M. Greele,

e Increaffd Intelligent thought
and discussion 1>11 all Xavier atudents.
e

Unlimited cuts for Dean's List
Average Students.

e

A core cu1'ricttlum evaluation

w h i c h is meaningful and un-

afraid to make change• where
they are necessary.

Letters

"I Seek Truth,"
Hope of Reader
TO THE EDlTOR 01' THE NEWS:

One Religious Director
Needed Full-Time at -XU
The following -repl'esents a summary of Phil Schmidt's obsel'vations, reflections nnd pl'oposals as chairman. of the Student
('ow1cil 8piritual Welfal'e Committee and a member of tlte Relioiou.s Welfare Committee during the past year. The News he,·e
expresses its support of his statement.
In my year of experience working with the Religious
Welfare Committee (RWC) as chairman of. the Student
Religious Welfare Committee (SRWC) I have noticed
one predominant fault which has crippled the entire Religious Welfare Program at Xavi~I". This is neither a condemnation nor a reflection upon the present members who
have given freely of their time, but it is a fault which is an
integral part of the structure of this committee: it has
no real administrative capacity. Most of the RWC members are ful1-time teachers, counselors, or administrators.
Their primary jobs Jie in other areas. The tremendous 1·esponsibility which is placed upon them in the religious
area, through membership in the RWC, is both unfair and
impossible. To do the job demanded by such a resposibiJity
would result in their faiJing in their primary fields.
As a result the Commttee has been unable to adapt
the program to a changing campus and a new breed of
students. With the present structure all that has been
accomplished al the· meetings was a slight brushing aside
of real problems and lengthy discussion of local intere,sts
of little importance. This is a committee which is supposed to be setting policy for the entire student body,
while in actuality it really can't even know what its own
policy is.
What I see is a need for a full-time central figure experienced in this area and in close contact with students,
whose job would be both advisory and administrative. He
would be Director of Student Religious Affairs and would
be responsible to the vice-president in Charge of Student
Affairs. Under his control would fall the entire Religious
Program including counsel01·s, dorm chaplains, Bellarmine Chapel as a student chapel (which de facto it is),
tridua, liturgicaJ experiments, etc.
·
The advantages of such a central control wouJd ~e
many. He could conduct a program which would be organized, through out, and thoroughly examined. This
program would reach the entire student body and would
not serve local interests only. While he would have an
advisory committee, the Director would not be hampered
as the present system is, by having to "dish-out" tasks
in a pleading, almost begging, manner. His avenues would
be clearly structured and rather than seeking favors he
would administer jobs to the right agency.
Today's RWC tends to look backward in planning for
the present. With this new structure the Director should
be able to_ look ahead in planning a program to meet future needs by examining present and past ·advantages and
mistakes. While the present committee seldom projects
further than the next meeting, the Director would plan
ahead and be ready to meet current needs.
Our Student Committee feels that it is -quite evident
that a change ls necessary if Xavier is to produce any
lype of Christian leadership demanded of such an institution, and we had beSt begin by producing programs that
are conducive to spiritual development and growth in
today's world. The - Student Religious Welfare Committee proposals throughout the year have all been geared
to this end. Yet the pressing need which must be established before this end can even begin to be realized is that
of a central individual with complete administrative capacity and whose sole job would be as Director of Student Religious Affairs. Without this we can see Uttle progress, few Christian leaders, and must protest and unrest
fJ"Om a student body wb.\cn sees the rest of the Church·
passing it by.
Philip J. Schmidt, Chairman of Student
Spiritual WeJfare Committee of Student
Council, 1966-67
Michael J. Berkery, President of Xavier
Sodallty, 1966.;.67
Robert T. Joseph, President of Student
CouncU, 1967·6•

Dear Sir:
One who loves America should
offer allegiance to this flag and
to the re p u b Ii c for which it
stands, _because America represents dignity of the person. The
flag glides a·bove our nation
promising rights to pursue life,
liberty, and happiness. Few
Americans pursue· these rights
in the._same way. But shared by
all Americans faithful to their
country is recognition that a
man has dignity as long as he
is respected as an individual. Individuals think individually. The
strength of our democracy is
open evaluation of governmental
policies. Rational analysis-even
if voiced in dissent--is central to
successful _democracy. To deny
the right of ex-pression, to imply
dissent unpatriotic, is un-American. Who can judge truth without holding his belief the measure? He, who would deny fellow Americans the right (the
duty) of rational analysis of policies, presents his ideas as absolutes. Such is the basis of totalitarianism. Such is not American. "I have the truth," the cry
of the tyrant. "I seek the truth,"
the hope of the American.
Sincerely yours,
George Seidenbecker,
Graduate Assistant,
Department of English.

Write rs Seek

Lost Liturgy
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

We were gratified to see the
Xavier Family Weekend culminate in the Holy Sacrifice c.f the
Mass. It is a pity, however, that
those of us whose parents were
unable to make it to Bellarmine
Chapel by 1:05 a.m. had to miss
the sermon-or was there one.?
It stirred o u r Catholic Traditionalist' p a r e n t s to see that
Dating has not been abandoned;
however, parents in an adjoining
pew were mislead into thinking
the celebrant was a non-English
.speaking visitor.
But the S.R.O. crowd· in Bel.,.
larmine all made their Sunday
e>bligatioo, so who can complain
about s om e misplaced utur17
here and there? Everyone will
ftgure out it was Pentecost Sunday next week, anyway.
Bill Bradford
Jon Edwards
TO 'l'Rll EDITOR O• TUR JfZWll:

Family Weekend was- Ire a t
but wh1 was the 1:00 a.m. Sunday morning M a s s so long? I
think whoever w a • 1n charge
iihould take 1 n i o consideration
the fa ti su e d condition of th•
parents and shorten th e ceremony somewhat next year; l'm
sure adjustment
be made in
the fUture to alte' the 11... for ·
tlU. 1peclal oecalion.

ean

& l. Corbett
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Members Petition LBJ
To Cease Bombing, Negotiate

~nonymous

Support for U. S. Policy:
Vietnam De-Escalation 1mpractical

~

Tllll l.lDITOJt 01' 'l'Rfl

nws:

As a member of the Xavier
University student bod7 who will
coon be defending the Nation, I
am concerned with the divisive
1roups in the United States who
oppose the war in Vietnam, Distension is, of course, insured by
the First Amendment, but dissension within the country that
is opposing aggression in Vietnam should be expressed by
those individuals who are adept
in the knowledge of foreign pol•
icy and military strategy, indi·
viduals who arc fully aware of
the facts and understand the contequences of our actions. If not
adept in this knowledgie, they
should make efforts to know the
full story-the truth, rather than
fiction-before stating a position.
The statements of individuals
who are not informed can be
well-meaning, but if their premises are not substantiated by
facts, what purposes do these
-atatements serve?
Using as a basis for my conclusion the statements of national leaders in foreign policy,
I believe that:
1) A de-escalation of the war
at this time would only serve
the interest of the Communist
aggressors, the North Vietnamese.
The continuous pressure of strategic bombing and a strong mili•
tary force in South Vietnam are
needed to preserve the freedom
of these people. The maintaining
of the present level of military
personnel w o u 1 d render us
flexible in case of further escalation of the war on the part

of the North Vietnamese. Wh1
should we limit our military
strength while the Communist
aggressors remain unrestricted?
Furthermore, in dealing with the
Viet Cong, in the words of General Mark W. Clark, who sat
at the conference table in Korea,
"I know • • • of the difficulties
and impossibilities of getting
along with the Communists-except where you confront them
with forceful action, armed or by
determined will. (U. S. News &
World Report, pp. 42, Ma1-. 20,
1967.)
2) Presently the Viet Cong .are
attempting to win a major mili•
tary battle, but suffering severe
losses, to give them a better bargaining position and to weaken
the morale and determination of
not only the military personnel
in the field, but also the people
in the United States. According
to Dean Rusk in his speech on
May 1, 1967, there have been 28
proposals to negotiate with the
North Vietnamese. The reason
for the refusals are obvious: "The
goal of this aggression • • • is
the conquest of the South-reunification on Hanoi's terms."
(Report from Gen. Westmoreland, U. S. News and World Re·
port, May 8, 1967, pp. 42.)
In view of these facts, I stand
with my Government's military ·
policies in its determination to
insure the freedom and integrity
of the people of South Vietnam
and to fight Communist aggression wherever it may appear.

Dear Mr. President:
As members of the academic
eornmunity, as residents of Cincinnati, and as · citizens of the
United States, we wish to register our girowing concern over the
course of the war in Vietnam
and over the extent of otir military involvement in Southeast
Asia.
Further, we wish to express
our sotrow at the increasing
number . of American men and
our allies who have lost theil'
lives in this conflict.
What especiall7 concerns us is
the -course of events during the
past few weeks:
We have seen the development
of a climate of opinion which
implies that all dissent is un·
American.
We have seen that the escalation of the bombing has not
brought us and Hanoi to the ne-

gotiating table and has heightened world tensions.
We have seen the growing involvement of our manpower and
resources in Thailand. What will
be our involvement if a situation similar to that in Vietnam
developes in o t h e r areas of
Southeast Asia?
In light of the above concerns,
Mr. President, we ask that you1·
continued consideration be given
to:
1. A cessation of the bombing
of North Vietnam.
2. Initiation o f negotiations
will all interested parties, including the National Liberation
Front, for an internationally supervised cease fire and an honorable cessation of hostilities.
Dr. George Wing, As.soclate Professor of Economics, Chairman,
Dept. of Economics
Dr. Richard Meister, Assistant

Change and Development for Sodality
With a year of development under a revised structure
the Sodality has become a strengthening force on campus
life. This year's president Mike Berkery explains that "this
year the Sodality has spent a great deal of time upon selfexamination in the current trend of Vatican II developing
new attitudes realizing the spirit of Christianity in the
College milieu. Our aim is to produce Christian leaders
who take an active part in whatever community they live."

Sincerely,
Name withheld upon request.

Catholic U. Postscript From
Boycott Participant Harkins
TO THE EDITOR 01!' TJJE NEWS:

I would like to thank you for
printing my brief account of
Catholic University's boycott of
classes f o r academic freedom
(See Xavier News, May 5, 1957,
pg. 8). In explanation of the
somewhat casual style, the text
was in essence taken from a l~t4
ter to my brother, Ch r y s, and
w r i t t e n very soon after the
trustees had abrogated their decision n o t to renew F a t h e r
Curran's contract.
Whereas the News states
Father Curran was. "a teacher
fired for liberal treatment of the
question of birth control," let me
say again that the issue at hand
was simple: a contract was not
renewed, no reasons were given
for this action, nor was a fair
hearing to be had. It was the faculty and students at the Catholic
University of America to demon•
atrate to the Cardinals and
Bishops of the United States, to
the trustees of the University, to
the people of God throughout the
world. that we believe in and will
do all in our -power to foster the
principles of academic freedom,
the rights of the individual, and
the community spirit of the
Second Vatican Council.
The Cardinals and Bishops on
the Board of Trustees (which includes His Excellency, Arch•
bishop Alter of Cincinnati) had
repudiated each of these principles in their procedure against
Father Curran.
The faculty a n d students by
their demonstration w a n t e d to
make it perfectly clear that
Catholic University w 1 she s to
embrace the communii7 spirit of
the documents of.Vatican II and
to make that a living reality. We
wUl .settle for nothing less. We
shall not return to the past. bu&
look to the future.

As the Catholic Church is the
world has its basis in community,
so especially ought The Catholic
University of America to have its
basis in community, so ought
every university. The Board of
Trustees wished to deny us this.
We demonstrated not for birth
control, not against it; but we
demonstrated· in support of the
principles o f academic freedom,
the rights of the individual, and
the co m m u n i t y spirit o f the
Second Vatican Council. And we
are appreciative of the Board of
Trustees' decision to reinstate
Father Curran and to repudiate
their repudiation.

Left to right: Sodalists Duffey,
Gladstone, Mahoney, Aranda,

Recently elect e d president
Bruce Duffey has taken a very
active part in the revamping of
the external and internal structure of Sodality this year, He
served as chairman of the Cycle
Committee, which plans all ma•
terial for weekly meetings, and
Sincerely,
was executive vice-president of
Patrick G. Harkins
Sodality. Commenting on the
Class of '66
progress this year and his plans
for next year Bruce adds: "the
Sodality under Mike Berkery has
accomplished a great deal in
defining its role as an organization that is totally caught up in
TO THE EDITOR OJ' THE NEWS:
the mainstream of Xavier cam•
During the past year I have pus life. I especially hope to
served on one of the committees continue this campus orientated
to examine the core curriculum. attitude implemented so well by
As the year draws to a close, I - Mike and see through many of
would like to commend openly the innovations he made this
th e :Student members on o u r ;year. With Sociality active in evco mm i t t e e for the role they ery major organization on camplayed. Their interest in and con• . pus we hope to be able to reach
tributions to the proceedings of the entire Xavier community
the committee were most valu• with our programs next year.
able. The i r example serves to
Although there have been and
underscore the positive contri•
bution which students c a n ex• will continue to be many changes
ercise towards the development In Sodality, it ls my express
hope that the changes will reof Xavier University.
main in the spirit of the 400·
Yours sincerely,
year tradition of Sodality and
specifically will remain in keep•
Dr. L Donnelly

Donnelly Praises
Core Evaluators

TIERRY HUGHD- Representin1

HOCKS BUICK COMPANY
3330 READING ROAD

NllW AND USllD CAn
llulae.r.111-1111

Professor, Dept. of Histoa·y
aev. W. Henry Kenney, S.J., Pr._
lessor of Philosophy, Chair•
man, Dept. of Philosophy
Mr. Frank Masbiann,, Assistant
Profeuor, Dept. of Economies
Dr. Marjorie Dew, Assistant Pro•
lessor, Dept, of Enrllsh
Mr. G. It. Dreese, Assistant Proles_., Dept. or Economics
Mr. Al Marrero, Assistant Pro•
lessor, Dept. of Philosophy
Mr. Emest Fontana, Assistant
Profes90I', Dept. of Enitllsh
Dr. Charles Cusick, A!!Slstant Pro•
fessor, Dept. of Biology
Mr. Kenneth Scheurer, Assist.ant
Professor, Dept. of Education
Dr. Vietor Schurr, Instructor,
Dept. of Modern Languages
Dr. Milton A. Partridge, Assistant
Professor, Dept. of Education
Mr. James Gaffney, Instructor,
Dept. of Education
Rev. Philip Quinn, S.J.

· ...-nons-

a.me: n1-71n

-News (Getz) Photo

ing with the nine-year tradition
of the Sodality at Xavier."
Bruce and his Council, which
includes Executive Vice-Prl'sident Jerry Mahoney, Apostolic
Vice-President John Gladstone,
Sodality House President Jim
Aranda, and Uu·ee council members Jim Engel, l\likc Lyon, and
Greg Von Roenn, will meet in
Cincinnati this summea· to set
UJ> prngrams fo1· next year. Some
of. these include: Ma11l'esa, TSCL,
and various informal progmms.
In the remaining two weeks of
the semester the Sodality will
meet to evaluate the programs
of the year ancl make plans for
next. As an evaluation of his [our
years in Sociality this year's Apo·
stolic Vice-President Wally Koral
says: "I sincerely believe that
Sodality ·as a spiritual organizntion has made me aware o[ my
role as a Christian. Sociality has
affected me in every facet of life
spiritually, academically, and ~o
cially. It has built an invaluable
base from which to continue the
rest of my life."
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SCHOLARSH~PS
now being awarded to men or women. More
library openings are available now than can
possibly be filled in the foreseeable future.
Prepare now for a stimulnting and lucrative
career as a Librarian. To apply, call the
Public Library, 241-2636 and ask for Personnel

........
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CSA Chosen
Club of Year

Non-Retreatants to Pay:
List Being Checked

In a very close race for the
coveted title of Club of the Year,
the Campus Student Association
came out victorious. In addition
to the p rest i g e it has now
achieved, the club's treasury will
also be fattened by an award oI
fifty dollars.

By lUIKE HENSON, News Associate Editor

The compulsory retreat requirement has created a good
<leal of anxiety recently. Rumors were that upwards of
300 students had failed to make their obligations.
Patrick J. Nally, Dean of Men,
insists that the number is not
nearly so large. "This is the first
year that the computer center
has assisted in checking up on
the students, and some clerical
errors were made." The number was boosted by inclusion of
students carrying less than full- time loads, non-Catholic students, and students whose retreats were not properly registered. The result is a list much
1;maller than was supposed. "We
are now in the process of screening this list, and we won't know
the results until Friday, May 19."
The final number, however,
.,will be larger than in past
years."
This fs due to a number of
reasons. A e e or d Ing to Nally,
there is growing resentment towards the compulsory retreat, not
only at Xavier but also on many
other Catholic campuses. Also H
F.eems that more and more students a1·e hohling jobs and they
sPhrnit this to the office as a
reason for not making the refrc:tt. Others simply do not find
the 11rcsent retreat program ath'aelive enough. They Just don't
frul that they are getting any1hi ng- out of the retreats.
Jn past years, the policy concerning compulsory retreats has

been to deal with each individually. As far as possible, this will
again be the policy, Nally reports.
Letters from the office of the
Dean of Men have been sent to
the students whose records show
no retreat for this year. They
offer the following alternatives:
Make the retreat scheduled for
the weekend May 20-21, or see
one of the prescribed Jesuit Fa•
thers before May 18, either Fr.
James Duffy, S.J., Fr. E. J.
O'Connor, S.J., or Fr. Frank Wilson, S.J. Nearly one hundred
students have indicated an intention of attending the special
retreat.
If either of these alternatives
is not taken, the student "will no
longer remain in good standing
at Xavier University."
What this means for the underclassman is that he will not be
allowed to register the following
semester if he does not have sufficient reason. For the senior, no
final decision has been reached,
but there is a possibility that
exam permits will be held up.
Nally emphasized that the list
is still being reviewed, but "if
the person has no good reason
:tor not making the retreat, then
the censures will be impose~."

Yearbook For September;
Stalled by Lack of Staff
By MIKE LANG, News Repurter
Co-editors of the "Musketeer,"
R i c h Anastasio and D on McCarty, have announced that the
1earbook definitely will not come
out, as usual, in May. Rather, it
will be mailed to the seniors in
September and the undergraduates will pick up their copies
upon presentation of their ID
cards in the fall.
The editors cited a numbe1· of
re as on s for the delay. Chief
11mong these was the lack of an
editor-in-chief until November,
and, because of this delay the
staff co u 1 d not ~ selected.
After the staff and editor were
finally set, student apathy and
lack of co-operation resulted in
the loss of even more time until
the yearbook was irretrievably
behind schedule.

However, the editors are Vel'J'
ieptlmlstlc about tbe quality of
fbe yearbook. First, the fad that
the yearbook la late doesn't l&J'
an1Ullnc a b o ia t tbe quall&y. la
addition, they note that It Is .not
unusual for J'earbooks to eome
out In the Fall (OSU dees It).
Also, the laet that It Is so late
will enable S e n Io r Week anti
Graduation to be covered.
The editors suggest t h a t in
order that this problem might not
recur the editor should be determined before the end of school
in Spring, so that he can make
all the necessary arrangements
before school starts in the Fall.
Perhaps, al'!o, to make the job of
editor-in-chief, a tough one at
best, more lucrative a partial
scholarship could be offered to
the editor of the "Musketeer."
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MIKE LEGEAY, the only three-time winner at this year's Honors
Convocation, pooes in the office of Mr. Harry R. Maly, Assistant
Professor of Accounting.
-Newa (Getz) Photo

Legeay Wins Triple Honors;
Accounting Major BMOC

Following is a. s~1mmary of whr
eouncll selected CSA as Club of
the Year. Although CSA placed
peater emphasis on hroadcningits scope of activity this year, it
did continue In Ifs tradition of
line social aetivltles. It sponsored
the annual Pre-Exam Bustout
dance. In place of Mardi Gras,
C.S.A. was cranted the privilege
of runnlnc Sprlnc Weekend. Not
onl;r was It a complete s u c c e s s
from the Point ol view of the
students, but It P.lso proved to btone of the mest financially suceesslul university functions t e
date.

Aside tr om social functions.
C.S.A. co-sponsored with Burk~
Winner of t'hree awards at this and e s p e c i a 11 y Philosophy. A hardt's clothiers a Best Dressed
year's Honors Convocation w a s change is needed; but the way . Man On Campus contest. T h i s
Michael T. Legeay, a senior Ac- the committees are set up, I don't year, too, an i n i t i a t i o n of a
counting major in Xavier's Col- see how the academic council can server-lector pro gr a m piontecl
lege of Business Administration. possibly come up with the best out the diversity of the organizaThe News wanted to find out possible solution. It could be set tion in fulfilling the needs of the
what it is like to be a BMOC at up much better."
students. By m o vi n g into this
Xavier, so we interviewed Mike
Be went on to exp res s his religious realm, C. S. A. insured
on the job in the Faculty Office, opinions about the Vietnam peti- a competent and willing supply
where he works as Mr. Maly's tion which bas been circulated by of servers and lectors for weekassistant.
1everal o I Ute X a v I e r faculty day and Sunday student Masses.
Mike, originally from Padueah, members:
The C.S.A. was selected to ap"I think It's redicalous to think
Kentucky, ls a dormle In Husman
p
o
i n t a representative t o the
Ball. Jn addition to hls hobblcs- that the I a c u I t y of this comBellarmine Parish Council. This
.munity
would
send
such
a
petibridge and sports-he Is Presisiudent will serve in liaison cadent of the Accounting Society, tion to the P r e s i d e n t of the
pacity between parish and stuUnited
States.
E
v
e
n
though
it
Senior ClaS& Treasurer, and a
dents~another first for the univmember of Ule St. Thomas More doesn't represent the opinions of
ersity.
Ule
whole
University,
people
will
Pre-Law Society. In the past he
has had his own radio procram associate their o p I n I o n 1 with
In the area of administrative
those of the school."
•n WCXU.
assistance, C.S.A. once a g a i n
In addition to the three awards s u p p I i e d the ushers for the
Right now he is working on the
Theology and Philosophy Com- at the Honors Convocation, Mike Forum Series, Honors Convocamittee of the C o r e Evaluation h a s won a schofarsliip to t h e tion, and other functions on camUniversity of Notre Dame, where pus. Close contact was kept .with
Program.
·
he plans to enter law school this the administration through dis"I think it's definitely a good August. After he gii·aduates from cussion of solutions to possible
idea," he commented, "to change
School, he h'o p es to be a problems in the area of student
the core curriculum in Theology, corporation or tax lawyer.
activities off campus.

By PAUL MAIER, News A!aoclate Editor

Law
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Retiring . Editor·. Looks Bacl{ On Year
By JOHN GETZ, News Editor-in-Chid

It's customary to begin a year-end review with an
anecdote _abou~ how somebo~y raced in late the night of
the deadl111e with a story which filled an enormous white
space on yage one; Well, I'm sorry to disillusion anyone,
b~1t that Just wasn t the case on the News this year. Our
h_1ggest (lroblem was usually wading through the copy
1ul.ed at least knee deep on the News office floor. In part,
this may have been the staff's attempt_- to rival a notoriously verbose editor, but I think that the answer to whv
we never had to worry about filling the: paper goes much·
deeper than that, and says something· about the staff
members themselves and about. the Xavier. student body
in general.
No one will ever sell me on the
truism that Xavier students are
apathetic afte1· the cooperatio11 I
have received this year. What is
especially signific.ant to me is that
much of this cooperation cam e
from men who were either nonmembers or only casual members
oC the N e w s staff, contributors
such as faculty me m be 1· s Dr.
Ashmore and Dr. Meister, ::md
students Joe Moo rm a n, Mike
Maloney, and Mike Feni.
'
Indeed, tr &here Ill one area in
which X a v I e r outstrip manJ'
"big-g-er name" •Diversities It Is
i n its possession ol a n e:ii:cep·
tlonallJ' interested, eooperative
laoul&J'. It Is on thHe men whom
Xavier must depend If It Is to
move In the direction which it
must. In m1 tour Tears here I
.have seen Xavier turn, I believe,
in the rlcht direction. I believe It
stands a mucb Improved school
todaJ' onr what It was then. Yet
Xavier must move taster than It
has; and I know tbat U the Asbmores; M e is t e r • , and Father
Sances have their wa,., it will.
I hOpe a.id Pl'AJ' tut tbe1 wlH
.have their wa:r.

paper indicates the joie-de-vi\'re
with which the staff approache.d
its task. It anything approaching
team spirit _-can be achieved on a
newspaper, then this year's News
certainly captured it. F r om a
purely subjective standpoint for
me this increased contract with
an appreciation of others has been
the role of the Xavier News. The
elements of personal challenge
a n d contribution t o somehow
"building a better Xavier" are
important, but what I will remember most .from this job is
simply the cooperation and generous giving of t i m e and .::;i!lf
which I had the privilege of s:~e
ing and benefiting r r om in th<!
past year. This sort of strengthened faith in human nature or
mine is the reason that I respond
with a hearty affirmative to the
question, "Knowing w h a t you
do now, would you take this jc.O
again"?

things just seemed to fall inlet
plaee for us in Febru:uy, and we
came at least to see what a college newspaper o u g h t to b e
!!&riving for even if we cpuldn't
achieve It as often as we liked.
Without knowing it, Tom h a s
helped me to come to understand
that for a campus news1mper the
role of stimulatin!l' thought and
discussion Is equal to if not more
important than a mere factual
representation of the e a m p 1.1 s ·
Rene.

credit Cor his faithful, steady
work all year long and for his
uncanny knack for creating an
entertaining and infonm1li\'I:?
story where none apparently (or
i·ea Ily) ex is ts.

standards of good journalism are
to be res11cctcd al all limes, One
exami•le of this is l\likc's unflinching stand against the 1·est
of the editorial hoard last week.
He won his i1oinl, too.

An award for the most longsuffering, as well as long-winded, membe1· of the staff should
go to Jim (Banana) Engel,
who holds the dubious distinction of reading every inch or
copy in the News this year,
something I'll bet no reader can
Thanks also go lo Tony Lan~, say. The return of men like Paul
and Banana next year should
who combined editoral writing
· help the News a great deal.
and layout with a time-consumTo Jim Aranda and Mike Hening oft-campus job; to the talented News seci:ctary and pic- . Mn I ean UJ' little that adeture-cropper Patty LaGrange; l<.> quatel1 expresses mJ' appreeia·
Frank Sheppard, for his unique &ion tor their enormous contricontribution; to Pat Kelley, who butions in terms or time, effort
eagerly and indispensably served and Weas. These two Tery talas de facto chief photographer; . ented men are far and away the
to Whitey Pio.sick for a know- best Journalism prospects to bit
ledgeable spo1·ts column, and suc- Xavier since Bob R1an. Abstraetcess in his organizational work iD&' from this taet I can say unwith his staft; and to R. W. Dun· hesltatlncl1 that they are two
can, the ct·eator of Hostile Sloth, DI the tineM men I have ever
who hung on thmugh censor- C!OIDe to know. Jt has l»een a real
ships and criticisms lo teach and privllere to - k with tbem
delight the Xavier student body. and &o observe and learn from
them day after day. Their jud~
Paul Maier deserves · special ment and faithfulness to &he

The other typewriters in the
News office arc still now, and
it's with a feeling of real sadness that I realize I'm typing up
my last article. This means the
end of the best experience of my
life and certainly of an awful
lot of laughs (Thanks to Bnnana,
we ne\'er did take ourselves to()
seriously, and maybe that's why
we made it through the year).
Readers of the News will not
share this sadness at my depa1·ture; however, and well they
shouldn't, for they may look forward in the next two years to a
newspaper I seriously and realistically predict will be the
best among Ohio college publications.

Hatfield Calls for Voluntary Draft;
Senator Also Blasts Lottery System
By MIKE HENSON, News Associate Editor

Senato1· Mark Hatfield of OreEarlier I sb·essed the role of gon has proposed a bill entitled
the occasional contributor to the the "Armed Forces Improvement
News, and this is indeed impol'l- Act of 1967,'' which "provides
ant. Yet kudos are also deserved for the early transition to a fully
by the men· who made .sure that voluntary manpower procurethe Ne~s came
each week .. ment ·system • . ."
It's not easy to ferret· out the ·
Accurate and thorough reporters
The present system has come
N.SentiaJ role of a campus news- · such as Jim Izanec were. a preunder fire from several direcpaper from a publication whose
requisite. Columnists such as Jim
only. staff meeting of the year Luken, a two-year vete.ran, and tions recently, and there is much
demand £01· change,
came two weeks bef01·e the final
newcomer Bill Ballner added a
According to Hatfield, a just
issue and resulted in t h e lone
touch of the finer side of life.
and efficient draft system rriust
organizational breakdown of tile
year. It's not even easy to unSpecial thanks must ro to Tom meet three criteria. It must:
e· "Fit's!, pr~serve ·u~e maxiderstand a newspaper which. in a Gravelle, First Lord of Grosse
single issue published a feature Pointe, tor several phases of con- mum amount of indi.vidual liberstory written by the cartoonist, tribution; an aJwa,.s interesting- ty and freedom from unjustified
an editorial a u t h o r e d by the eolumn whlcb demanded eon-. intrusion by the government;
• "Second, be fair in its apphotographer, an editoral ca,rtoon sls&ent bard work eacb week; an
d r a w n by a columnist, and a ooeaslonal edltoral eartoon; and, plication so that every young
man - on - the - street interview perhaps m o s t Important, t h e man receives equal treatment
written by the editor. Yet I think Ideas behind man1 of oar lead and no young man is required to
that this very interest and co- atories durlns tbe seeond semes- make sacrifices that are not deoperation in. all phases of the ter. For some 1111known reason, manded of his peers; ·
• "Third, the ·system must
provide for maximum national
security and must economically
provide the armed ser\'ices with
the needed quantity and qualily
of men.
"It can v e 1· y definitely be
shown, I believe, that the current
Nominations for the Xavier
Nominees llave also been an- draft system does not adequately
Man of the ·Year, 1967, were re- nounced tor the Journalist of the meet this criteria."
Year and Ae&or ·of the Year. In
Among the suggestions for
cently announced by H. Jame.s
the JournalW eateg-ol')', nominees draft revisal has been a national
Graham, Chairman of the Man of btelude John Getz, Jina Aranda,
lottery; Hatfield dismisses this as
the Year Committee.
Mike Hen• on, Tom Gra\•elle, being inconsistent with the cl'iIn M!OOrdance wllb the Con- Bob Duncan, and Whitey Ploselk. . teria he has suggested.
His proposal is for a complete•titution ol &be Student Council,. . Aetors of the Year nominees in-·
ly volunta1·y system for meeting
the eommiUee has p I a c e d &en elude Dan Scurieo, Jane Gutting, manpower needs. He feels that
men on the slate for the forth• .Jan Robinson, Tom Ellerbrock, ·this is in agreement with the
eoming eleciion on Tuesday and . John Cassini, and Mary Jo Hol- criteria ..
Wednesday, Ma1 2t and ZS. Those man.
• "First, a volunteer system
ten men a re Robert E. Doran,
Voting for Jou r ri a I is t and provides maximum individual
.John R. Gets, James Hahn, Jim Actor ot the Yeu will also take· liberty and freedom of choice."
Hengebold, Thoma9 .r. Hermes, place on May 24 and 25.
e "Second, a voluntary miliRiek .Jones, llonald .r. Kathman,
Michael T. Leree,., Phlllp Sellmldt, and Wiiiiam .r. Sollman.

out.

Balloting Next Week
For Men of the Year

Each nominee w a s· approved·
by a committee consisting of Dr.
Paul Ha r k i n s, Dr. J. Kaney
Hayes, Robert J; Kaiser, Jr., and
'l'homas R. Gee1·s;
Standards for .selection were
minimum QPA of 2.75,_ partici•
pation in co-curricular and extt·a-curricular activities, and recognition b y faculty members
and fellow atudenU.

COLl.EIE IEl-RESIDEICE a11d WORI.

J>rivate Cot~age at Woodmar F~rm on. the Ohio Riye.r.. at Coney
lsla~d, _available_ June 15 f~r f_ou_r _college men to perfo1·m
supervisory work for board and room; to do part-time tutoring, driving, ·and maintenance'. Good food in dining 1·oom,
bowling, gymnasium, recreatfon on beautiful g1·ounds. Write
immediately to •••

MR. PAT FURLONC. WOODMAR FARM
zH sattoia Avena.

To anyone who has read to the
end of this or any of my articles
in the last three years, I say,
congratulations· and my deepest
thanks. To next year's staff I
say those long-awaited words,
So long, and may all your
bodonis be bold!"

CineianaU, Olde t52SI

tary would eliminate the inequalities oC the cunenl draft system."
The injustices of the deferment
system and. of the lack of uniform draft boards would be done
away with.
• The thii'd criteria would be
met in a number oC ways. "Perhaps the la1·ge~l economy would
be the reduced cost of high turn-

ove1· . . . We ai·e spending 25
percent of our military cfTort
to train men who do not stay .. ,
A smaller armed service could
be achieved by the substitution
ot civilians for military personnel in non-combatant positions."
• Finally, "A voluntary force,
w i th a strengthened reserve,
could respond more quickly and
efficiently to a crisis than can the
present system."

Fredin Winuer·s Siu111ner in France
Under Direction of Bourgeois
The 15 Xavier students who
have been awa1·ded Fredin Memorial Scholarships for summer
study in France will leave New
York by Icelandic Airlines ·on
June 28, 1967, under the direction of Dr. Joseph E. Bourgeois,
Chairman of the Department of
Modern Languages. During t h e
months or July and August they
will live in the Cite Universilaire
of the· University of Paris and
attend courses at the Ecole Pratique of the A;lliance Francaise.
Through the wcirk at the Alliance,
six credits from Xavier University will be earned by each participant. The group will return to
the United States on September 2.
Fredin Memol'ial Scholarships
for 1967 are partial grnnts of
$580.00 each, which pay in full
Xiwier tuition costs and round-

trip air transportation New York•
Luxembourg. Scholarship rccip·
ients are required to contribute
$500.00 of thei1· own funds toward the total cost of the program, $1,080.00. The Fredin Memorial Scholarships arc m 11 de
possible by the generous bequest
of the late Aline Fredin to Xavier
Univei·sity. Winners in the 1967
competition ai·e Thom'lS W. Besanceney, Linus A. Bieliauskas,
Pierre P. Bourgeois, John Cassini,
Michael D. Donovan, P a u 1 R.
Ebacher, Marianne M. Fcllin~er,
Joseph R. Galli, Thomns .T. Groskopf, John T. Hancock, Micli:iel
J. Lander, Stephen V. Slrinia,
Re\'. Ronald J. Spitznngel, William J. Sproat, and Rev. Au~:us
tus R. Taylor. One non-£cholarship participant, Rev. Comad T.
Gromada, will join the grou1> in
Paris.
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MUSKETEER NINE FINISHES .24-9
By RICHARD ARENAS. New1 Sport. Reporter
The rcguJm· baseball season ror the Musketeers of Xavier i11
tlnished but an overview of the odds and ends of the past few
•11mes is in Ol'del'.
On May 3 the Muskies out- eredlted with the victory. "Froc"
•sted the Redskins of Miami ror pitebed • lnnln111 whlle fannln1
a 1-0 victory in ten innings. Tim '7. .Jebn Tepe pffehed lbe final
3 innln1s and fanned 3 more ICC
()'Connell pitched his t h i r d
•lraight shut-out by holding Mi- balte~s. Gary Shepard lllt a
•mi to 6 hits and striking out 9. bloek-buetin&' 2 run llGlner. In
Tom Bre\·ing drnve in the lone the 9ff0Dd lnnln«. Hl1dm. Silep:sun with a sacrifice fly. The. run ard and Slanla, ·&hat'• rlcht•as scored by Captain Jim Hoff. Slanla, eaeh eolleeted 2 liHe
May 10 saw the Musketeers apleee. Brevlna, O'Cennell, Mar8Wecp a doubleheader from Jn- tin, Hott, and Tensi111 also a41detl
tliana Central College. In the first to the attack.
May l2 the Muskies extended
r.une Rich Clifford held Central to 2 hits, fanned 7 and their winning streak to 9 games

Woi·rall of the University of Cin:XAVEll tJNIVERSITY B.ABDALL ST.ATJSTICS-H GAMES
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0
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1
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Joe Geraci had 2 hits for the lllke OandJ', L .. , •.• • • 7
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l
0
1
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XU a split with UC for the -sea- WallJ' Gorka, R .• , , , , , 11
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The regUJar season closed with ) Jim. Woerner, Lt,, •.••• _.!.
TOTALS .•• ,,,,. 32 lOH
193
321
tit
1S
12
132
.SOii
a heartbreaking loss to Ohio ..
XAVER UNIVERSITY BASEBALL STATISTICS-32 GAlUES
University at Athens, Ohio. Rich
.
PITCHING
Player-Throws
GA
IP
R
ER HA BB SO ERA
w
L

•

i:.::: :·: ::

i•

•
•
•• • •
••
• •

'

J'crry Schwan, L ..•• , •
John Tepe, R .•.• , , .•• ,
Tim O'Connell, L •••••• ,
Jerry Federle, L., , ••• ,
Rich Clifford, L., , , • , • •
Steve Slanla, R .• , , , . • •
John Pewrson, R.. • • • • •
Tim Rooney, R ..• , • • • •
Mike Gundy, L ..••.• , ,
Dan Hollman, L ...• , • • •

I

Ii

*

:•

•_o

•

1
1
l

9
8
6
5
5
6
2

3
8·
8
3
4
8
I
1
2
1

2
0
0
0
0

TOTALS •••• ,,,,. 55
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8

5
4

2
1

•• •

•

2.l%
21%
36
.&5%.
49%
34
22¥.i
17111
22
3%

275\.!s

7
7
10
19
20
H.
12
13
16
3
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3
5
11
12
11
10
8
13

22
12
32
36
31
20
H
20
25

2

16
12
12
3

11
13
2

0.73
1.22
1.2!1
2.17
2.19
2.91
4.00
4.16
5.32
7.30

78

223

130

206

2.55

2

3

25
17
29
29
48
16

10

7
6
2t
30
10

16

Hawkeye's Sports Quiz

By JORN HOERNEMANN
l. Who was the first Negro to play in the American League?

XAVIER BASERUNNER slides into third base on an uncontested p]ay as the ball sai1s past the "hot
eorner" opponent. Ajax the White Knight has another dirty uniform to clean, even though the eventual
8Coring Mu.skie was happy.
-News (Treister) Photo
allowed but 3 balls out or the
infield. Breving and H()llman
llrove in the 2 runs for Xavier.
In the second the :l\Iuskies exJlloded for 6 runs in the first 2
Innings and beat ICC 7-3. The
ether run was scored in the fifth
Inning. Slania, making his tinal
appearance in a Xavier uniform,
save up a home run but was

by clowning Villa Madonna 9 to 3.
XU backed Jerry Fcder1e with

4 quick double plays and hitting
Villa's pitchers as though they
owned them. The Muskies tallied
13 hits with Hoff and O'Connell
·getting 3 apiece. off, Hollman,
Donnelly, . and B rev i n g each
drove in a pair of runs.
Family W eek en d saw Jose

They Said It
Michigan basketball coach Dave
litrack modestly revealed recently that he and Cazzie Russel],
three-time All-American, now
with the NBA New York Knick-

erbockers, are the only two players in school history to have their·
uniforms retired,
"Of course, we both wore No.
33," admits Strack.

PRO FOOTBALL
PH ILADELPH IA EAGLES
vs.

NEW YORK JETS
Saturday, August 19
NIPPERT STADIUM
Benefit
CINCINNATI CHAPTER, MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS SOCIETY
Tickets Available Downtown: Plum & McFarland Sts.

OXFORD APARTMENTS
Wants Married Couples, XU Staff, Seniors and
Orad Students
VACANCIES JUNE 1. Some furnished apartments REDUCED
to $60 for summer. Also taking leases for September.

Air Conditioned - Parldn&' - Disposals - Washers - Dryers

See TOM HUNTER, Apt. 6, 1005 Dana Ave., or phone
MR. BOSE, 271-8022, Evenings.

Clifford pitched a brilliant game
allowing only· 6 hits- 3 of the
infield variety-and striking out
8 Bobcats. Tom Breving scored
the only Muskie run of the game
in the third ining to give XU a
one to nothing lead, OU tied it up·
in the seventh and scored the.
winning run in the bottom of
the ninth.
Xavier finished th e season
with a 24-9 record, 15 games
ove1; the .50'(). and an outside
chance for an NCAA bid,
Seniors making their final aP•
pearance in a Musketeer uniform
were Mike Gundy, Dick Fiehrer,
John Keenan, Steve "Froir"
Slania, and Captain Jim Roff.
Good luck to the graduating seniors and to next year's reeordbreaking Muskies.

2. The greatest triple hitter in baseball history was elected to
the Hall of Fame in the early 1960's. W'ho is he?
3. His team finished only seventh but he was honored as manager of the year in his league.- Who was he?
4. They formed Connie Mack's "mi1lion dollar" infield with
the Philadelphia A's. Can you name them?
5. Of baseball's two greatest base steaJerS-.Maury Wills and
Ty Cobb-which was caught :stealing the most times in their
best years (that is when Cobb stole 96 and Wi11s 104)?
6. In one of the greatest rookie performances in baseba11 history, he hit .322, had 34 home runs and a league-leading
144 runs-batted-in. Who was he?
7. At one time or another, Willie Mays has led the National
League in home runs, batting average, and run-batted-in, True
or false?
8. He was the only major league 'ba1lplayer to pinch .hit for
Teel Williams: a) Carroll Hardy; b) Gene Stephens;. c) Bil1y
Goodman.
9. Which of these shortstops played the most· games? a) Honus
Wagner; b) Luke Appling; c) Phil Rizzuto; d) Marty Marion.
10. Robin Roberts came within two outs of pitching an opening
no-hitter against the Giants in 1955. Who spoiled it!

World Sports
T~ World Series will begin
on a Saturday, either in 1967 or
1968, according to an article in
a recent issue of Sport Magazine,
and at least one and possib1y two
midweek games will be scheduled
at night
The Saturday start for the
Fall Classic means that a long
series will cover two weekends,
according to the Sport article,
and night play will significant]y
increase the midweek television
viewing audience.

AN ALERT MAN IN BLUE cal1s a Muskie runner .safe at the plate.
It was one of the 194 i·uns the Musketeers Si!ored duri»g the past
season,
-News (Treister) Photo-

GILBERT AVE. CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, I•.
1131 Gilbert .Avenae, Cincinnati, Ohle

BOB McBRADY, Class of '66, Sales Representative
Telephone 961-5801 -

or -

631-9464-II -

Brockman Ball

COLLEGE STUDENT-WANTED
Opportunity for young man who needs a job to help finance his education.
We offer part-time employment while you are attending classes and full
weeks of employment during your vacation periods. In this job of general labor, at our petroleum terminal, you will gain knowledge of petro·
leui;n and chemical products, barge and dock operations, supply and distri·
but10n and maintenance operations. This can also lead to an employment·
opportunity upon graduation. We prefer a freshman or sophomore.

CALL PERSONNEL DEPARTME.NT

THE TRESLER OIL CO.
241-4100
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XU FB Recuiting News

'Irhitey Ploscik

Amos

:a,.

The academic year 1966-1967 Is Rnowba1Hng to a flnishwith tests next week; with the close of the school year
the curtain also falls on athletics-except for a possibl~
NCAA bid for the base~all squad which truly deserves it.
It is traditJonal to thank everyone for their help these
past two semesters; I will not shirk this duty
I would first like to thank the Athletic Department ·
11ta~ing with . Mr. McCafferty, . Head FootbaJI Coach
Ed Biles and his staffi ex-Head' Basketball Coach Don
Ruberg and his assistant Al Gundrum, and finally Head
Baseball Coach Joe Hawk, who all were invaluable during their respective competitive seasons. ·
·
Special thanks to Sports Information Director Jack
Cherry and his. student aide, Steve Sak,m, who must have
thought that my staff and I were pftlanent fixtures of
their office.
I ~ould also _like to thank the players, themselves,
espec1~1ly t~ose whom I know personally, for their cooperat10n with the newspaper during the past year.
For any successful operation, it is those people at the·
bottom who account for the success. In the Sports Department, I was blessed with some fine personnel. Most
of _the Sports writers were friends, but more importantly
i·ehable persons. So, thanks to my l"Oommate Steve "Frog"
Slania who doubles as a pitcher on the baseball team·
Rich "A
" Arenas, John "Hawk" Hoernemann of
the_ world fa~ous, though usually late, Hawkeye's Sports·
Qwz, Pete F1tzgeralcl, the forgetful one from back East
who came West as any smart person would do, and the
recent addition of sports-minded Chris Nicolini. ·
. The time-consuming responsibility of a paper will not
go unnoticed. The Tuesday night deadlines, with the trip
down to the printers and the piecing together of the copy
pn Wednesday will be missed but not forgotten.
The.Muskie Sports year 1966-67 is now almost entirely
recorded in the annals of Xavier history. The football team
was a great disappointment after so much had been expected. While the basketball team was wallowing in the
depths of a .500 season, the bitterness was transferred
and increased. The baseball nine was however a pleasant
surprise a:nd did attract much deserved attention.
I have only two predictions for the upcoming sports
year at Xavier. First, the football team will be a surprise
to many fans and secondly, the basketball five th1·ougll
the leadership of a more aggressive, more determined and
more confident "Bullet" Bob Quick may find that elusive
bid to a post-season tourney.
In conclusion, l would like to say that the troubles,
happiness, events and banquets of the past year are past
history which-can be relived years from now over a cocktail, by a fireside or at a party.
Take it away ARENAS.
.
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CHRIS NICOLINI, News Sporia Reporter

While the thoughts of many Xavier students are far
away from the coming football season, the Xavier coaching staff under the direction of Head Coach Ed Biles is
•s busy as ever, even though spring practice has just coneluded. Recruiting and general preparations are at hand.
Ol the staff's immediate coneern is concluding this winter's
recruiting. Coach· Biles emphaldzed that the new Inter-Conference National Letter of Intent
has eased recruiting headaches.·
Under thi11 system, a student
athlete upon signing the letter
of intent to attend .~ lertain
school, may not change his mind
without loss of eligi~ility. This
system has been of a great aid
to all coaches, allowing them
to tie-up recruiting by the end
of :11.-iay: The coach is free from
worry of any last mi nu t e
"changes of mind" on the part
of his prospects.
In the past, a so-called "Indian-Winter" of recruiting occurred du r in g the summer
months. Many coaches would attend high school all-star games
with the hope that the participating stars would "change their
minds." These games were the
scenes of battles literally as well
as figuratively, between birddogging coaches and the prospective star's coach. After the 1965
Texas-Pennslyvania A 11 - St a r·
game, UCLA's Tommy Prothro
and a SMU assistant exchanged.
strong words and reportedly
blows, concerning the rights to
all SWC split end-halfback Jerry Levias, then a Texas high
school senior. All this should
come to an end with the National
Letter of Intent.
Xavier is sure to benefit from
tMs new plan. Being an independent school, we have always
had less protection through our
. contrasts than conference member schools,
Although at this time, the Jetters of intent have. yet to be
sent out, Coach Biles feels certain
of at least seven players who
will be members of the Muskie
frosh grid squad next fall.
A unique recruit is Mike Sherrett, a 6'5", 270-lb. tackle from
football-crazy Massillon. Mike,
a much sought after performer,
will enter Xavier in the fall
with the ambitions of becoming
a Pl'esbyterian minister. The pinnacle of the Ecumenical spirit!
Hamilton Badin changed names
last fall, bµt kept its ancient winning streak. One of the reasons
for its success was Jim Chaney,
a six foot, two hundred ten pound
guard who will also enroll at

Xavier. Jim was selected to the.
Second Team of the Class AA
All-State Team and he will participate in the annual NorthSouth ~I-Star Game.
Good· things do come out ot
Newp~rt and among them js
Greg Lacien'berger. Greg, also
a guard, placed his 5'11" 200-lb.
frame on the Kentucky All-State
First Team ·while performing at
Newport Catholic.
Dover St. Joseph wiri send another fine prospect to the Xavier
campus. Dave Myers, a sizeable
quarterback at 6'2" and 205 lbs.,
comes from the same high school
that sent former defensive standout and Legion of Honor winner
Jack Evans and present varsity
center Steve Bazzoli to Xavier.
Myers was honoree! on the Iirst
team of Ohio's Class A All-Stute
Team, and will also play in the
Ohio North-South A 11 - St a r
Game.
The city champion Woodward
Bulldogs will furnish Xavier
with another potentially f i n e
linemen in the pe1·son of Ron
Murray. The 6'3", 210-lb., Murray was selected as an all-city
center by the Post and Times-

Star. Mmray also played basketball at the Reading Road school.
Two familiar names will dot
the freshman roster. Phil Caponi,
brother of Jast season's MVP
Denny Caponi, comes to Xavier
from Paris, Tennessee Grove
High School. In high school, Phil
performed as a roving linebacker
and offensive halfback. Another
Steubenville · Catholic prospect
joins the team next fall. Joe
Abramowicz will follow brother
Danny to Xavier. Like Dan, Joe
is an offensive end.
By the time this comes to press,
several more high school start
.may have agreed to come to Xavier. Further announcement of
signings should appear in the
local press.
With the absence of lingering
recruiting worries, the coaching
staff will now be able lo deyote
more of their time to their summer duties. Among these duties
are the detailed analysis of Xavier's Just season films, filmed
spring practices, as well as films
of 1967 opponents in action. Also
the coaches will set up the scouting schedule Jor the coming season, work on player notebooks,
in addition to planning the summer practice sessions.
The new Jetter of intent also
allows the coaches more of a
chance to take a little longer
vacation.

·

ANOTHER XU OPPONENT is cut down at a close play at third base.
The only thing the runner accomplished was to create a cloud of
dust (Silver was not there to aid him.) Xavier was squeaking by
at the time, 6-1.

-News (Treister) Photo

SOPHOMORE .JIM GRIFFIN suns himself in his muscle-man shirt
and also enjoys the action during a recent XU game in his familiar
role as bench jockey,
-News (TTCistcT) Photo

"SPOKTS CAil MINDED?"

Come ou& to our unique sports ear eea&er and •••
. l. SELL YOUR CAB •.•
. 21: BUY ONE OF OURS. NEW OR USED • • • or,
I, HAVE US SERVICE YOUR IMPORTED BEAUTY.
Oar repatadon ta ltale4 on upert, dedicated Hnice for
.&LL .UH and madela of imported earl. 'rQ' u , •• 141aa,

AUTOSPORT, INC.

-- ......,, ............. ,....,

Cincinnati'• Exclusive Alfa Ronaeo Dealer
NII MoatcomeQ Sod

Pboae '113-0090

.... ' .....

tt

Coca-Cola adds extra fun to datlng-slngle or double. That'• because Coke has
the taste you never get tired of ••• always refreshing. That's why things go better ' , , ,
with Coke ••• after Coke ••• after Cok•
.....,..,.,......,.,.,..c...c.c-.-r... The C(!c1-CoP& 8,;ttling, Works Company, Cincinnati, Ohie
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Text Review

Jo!tn Getz

Fagothey's "Right and Reason"
.\gain this week, in keeping with its policy of keep!ug
reader:; up to date on the unsuspected treasures lurkmg
on their campus book shelves, the News presents as a
public service, "Text Review." This week th~ }H'Obing
News reviewer turns to that flower of the etlucs world,
Rev. Austin F'agothey, S.J., and his tragi-comedy "Right
and Reason."
Any summary tl'ealment of
Fa!{olhcy's contribution to the
School of the Absurd must be
inadequate. The best we can do
in the space allotted is to hit
just a few of the many high spots
in a book which offers many.
Given a couple days, I could
prnbably think of one, too.
An especially attractive strain
running throughout the book
is Fagothe,r's habit of offering
something for everyone and ev•
erything. A one-time member of
the National Association for the
Prevention of Cruelty to An·
imals, Fagothey consistently pre·
il!Cnls ethics Crom the dog's point
of view. His sections on animal
J'ights are especially significant.
With his customary piercing in·
sight Fagothey bases his state·
mcnts in this area on the ori.;.
ginal presu·pposition that animals
arc not persons. "Animals, not
being persons, have no rights."
He goes on to back this up by an
in-depth explanation: "Even the
:itaunchest defenders of so-called
animal rights think it proper to
gel rid of vermin, and it is
irrational to aeknowledge rights
only in those animals that hap·
pen to 1>lease us. If dogs have
rights, so must fleas." It's easy
to see why the sale of "Right and
.Reason" has been banned in
most kennels around the country,
but it's a handy· book to have
uound the next time your dOI
gets out of hand.
Noteworthy as is Fagothey's
courage to speak out on the
burning questions of the d·a7,
such as animal rights, this is only
one of the practical uses of this
wonderful book.

Faco&hey Is at Ills best when
maldnl' m i n u &e distinctions
which manifest a real relevanee
iO the daily lives of eaeh of us.
For example, be dls&inl:'ulsbes
earcfully between burrlary and
housl'breakilll:', in &ha& &he former
occurs al night. He also unearth•
the pertinent defini&lon of piracy,
.11 term often used all too eare·
lessly in our society or &oday:
"theft on the hirh seas."
Throughout his infinite series
distinctions, however, Fa·
gothey is scrupulously careful to
~void a lapse into mere jargon,
as his adroit handling of the definition of various kinds of goods
<lcmonstratcs: "The befitting
good is an intrinsic good, which
is also man's highest good; hence
the befitting good is the iritrinsic
of

good plus another aspect of goodness: it is both perfect and perfective. Inherent good is somewhere in between."
"Right and Reason" does present one prnblem to the immature college reader, who, after
all, must be protected from the
many occasions of sin rampant
in the communications. world.
He goes perhaps too Ia1· with his
wide-open stand on academic
fl'eedom. As the daring Jesuit
himself phrases it, "Academic
freedom certainly has its place.''
(This statement is necessary aftet·.
all the qualifications he puts on
academic freedom.) In ·his very
definition .Fagothey shows that
he is unafraid to take a strong,
necessary stand, for he limits
academic .freedom completely to
teachers, wisely excluding the
student whom he terms mere
"babes," from any staring in it.
He furthe1· undel'scores the important responsibility of the
teacher to "supplement the training of the home." Certainly the
Xavier faculty can all happily
think of themselves as ·supplementing the home training of the
babes entrusted to their care. The
next time you're having trouble
blowing youi· nose, feel free to
ask a faculty member for help,

that he draws on the repository
of THE TRUTH fot· his doctrine
when he categorically denies that
in a natural law philosophy there
can be any defense or artifical
contracPption. Had the members
of the Pope's Commission seen
this, they could have saved
themselves a lot of pointless
work. Taking an emphatic stand
is something Fagothey never hesitates to do, as he proves ·by
furthet· declaiming; "Al'tifical
birth control is wrong fo1· the
reason that it i& an unnatural
vice of the same sort as solitary
vice and homosexuality.'' He does
can a spade a spade, even when
it's a club,
Onee ualn, ltoweYer, F . .othey
is not withOllt a ril'bt solution
to tbe problem. Be •oes not leave

the reader wlthHt )lope ltut
otters rhythm and aarital contlneney as solutions to tile problem. "Marital eontineney is not
eas1, but It is not as lm)IOISible
as some seem to think." Perhaps
the usome" he refers to are the.
married people. One wonders too.
what his eot11•ee II fer this statement.

Fagothey f u r t h e r practices
what he preaches about protecting the "babes" who may read
his book; fo1· as Bill Ballner is
found of pointing out prinking
is not even mentioned in the
index of his book and sex is refened to only in one section,
aside from •the i>al'l in which he
speaks of temperance· controliing
it. The section on the rig.ht use
One fact which emerges clear- of sex is particularly enlighten·
ly from Fagothey's treatment of ing: "There is nothing in human
the quesion of academic freedom life more capable of abuse and
is that he eould never . be ac- . mismanagement than sex. , • •
cused of. paternalism, as witness Success ·or failure in life depends ·
the statements cited just above •. · to a very great extent on the in·
dividual's ability to control this
O.e area In wllleb ,.....hey strongest of alt" passions." So
Is seen te be risbt hi lltep with keep out of those taboo ,ones,
Vatican D 19 In Ills liberal •nd fellas.
. . marrlase: HManiace is a natPerhaps the t1·ue test of any
•nl Institution whose prlmar,.
ethics book is the application of
encl Is the bel'e&tinl' and rearits rea.de1·s of its ideas to their
inr o1 · ehlldren." The relesatlon
daily lives, and he1·e Fagothey
ol mutual fulfillment and aelfshows his t1·ue worth. One ethics
llelp to a .eeondary role is a
eouraceoas and important stand teacher thinks so highly of the
which must be &akea by respon- benefits of this text that he
sible Catholics ..-ainst the hot-· spaces the students only two
lleaded left-winl' radicals who rows apart during the examinaare tryinr to take over the tions. Had th e students not
Cbarch today. Even Pope Paal VI availed themselves of Fagothey's
is In danrer of falllnl' Into error pearls of wisdom, they would·
en this point, for Ile Mates la probably each have to take. the
bis encyclical "Proin'Mli• Pep- tests in separate classroom buildalorum" that man "is l"esponsible ings. The final irony of this
for bis fulftllment as he is for"' whole repo1·t on ethics books is
hill salvation." Tlaank heaven for that it was written from a stolen
book, swiped to replace my own
men like l'. .othef ..
book which was also stolen. These
to the patb el tra&h In a worl•
in whleb the feundaUOB9 el Hr books certainly are going fast,
Tery faltl1 are bel•s swep& awaJ'. and I ean't decide whethe1· I
committed burglary or house•
Fagothey further demonstrates breaking either.

reeall ..

THE JOHI HAl•CI IUTUAL
UFE llSURAICE COIPAIY
Believes that • • •
One of the most important financial
decisions you will make is the selection of your Lite Insurance • • •

BOTC ADVANCED COR,P- Ca•e& Pete Muceus receives award at
last Saturday night's President's Review. Hon. Cadet Col Ma1·y
Cissell looks on.
-News (Beckman) Photo

Committee Chairmen Named

BJ' PAT KELLEY, News lteporter
Three n e w committee chair- taken care of b7 its membe1·s,
men were appointed at last Sun- there are certain major questions
day's Student Council meeting. on which Council needs to know
Chuck Sheridan was named as . .student opinion& immediately.
A c a d e m i c Chairman, Randy
Bieliauskas recommended the
Freese was the choice as Election setting u p of a C e n _t r a 1 Com·
Chairman, and presidential can- mittee which would employ the
didatc Jack Goger now heads tne computer c en t er and the psyStudent Council Speakers Com· chology department in order to
rnittee,
get a tl"ue cross section of student
Linus Bieliauskas' (Rep. '70) opinion,
Bieliauskas ~I.so presented anstudy of the opinion polls reother study bill which proposed
sulted in a unanimously passed the use of computers to modmotion. His report briefly stated
ernize, s p e e d up,·. and prevent
that although t h e majol"ity of irregularities in election of Counwork done by Council is easily cil members.

* * * * * * * *

M~ONllTE GARDENS
brings you the tops in enter~
tainment this summer

.11• 9 I 18-STAI IEITOI
J1• 11 I 11-FOUR SAllTS
J1ne 23-24-JAllE AID THE J. SILVIA
SllGER_I
J1H 30-Julr 1-4 FULLER BROTHERS
Jllr 14 I II-ED AIES·
J1IJ 21 I 22-SI ZEITIER
JllJ 28129-IEW CHRISH
lllSTRELS
Aqnl 4 I i-SAIDPIPEIS
bpst.18 I II-BA.IA IDl•l BAID
DANCINC Every Saturday Nite.
Every Friday Starting June 9.

TEEN HOPS
Every Tuesday Starting June 6

- the company
-the plan
-the price

XAVIER REPRESENTATIVE

CLAY SCHNETZER
CLASS OF '59
PHONES:

Office 281-7435 -

Home 481-0921

and most important, the flexibility of
the plan in meeting your future needs
as your circumstances change.
to help you start your · Insurance p1·0gram, John Hancock offers a variety of
Lite Insurance Plans, specifically designed for men about to begin their career.

••

1s1~a11•
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· Tom Gravelle

Notehook

Farewells
This week I would Jike to
pay my respects to several
1>eople I have known at Xavier. It might have been better to do so in person, but
because it is not always easy
to find people at lhe end of
a semester, I have decided to
do so in this column.
·

•

. . . . . NIM

Kenney Explains UD Inquiry
By MIKE FERRI

Events at the University of Dayton have precipitated
Farewell to Mr. Fontana,
intricate questions. But most of the resulting ques·
the man with the good sense some
lions have focused on the implications of a version of what
ancl the rakish moustache. happened. It seems that few have really asked the fundaHe has an approach to Vic- mental queslion--what actually did happen? The XU News
torain letters which never inter\"iewccl Ji'r. \V. Henry Kenney, S ..J., whose role in the
c1uite separates him from the events was important. This article will present the substance of li'r. Kenney's opinions upon the nature of the
subject matter.
inquiry established by Archbishop Karl J. Alter.

Early in the year, the ArchFarewell, too, to all those
bishop
received requests by two
who have helped to make
parties-some
faculty members
Xavier the distinctive place
of
Dayton
as
well
as pastors of
that it is. Farewell to Thomparishes
near
the
university-to
as Hermes, whose idea of a
discussion every Friday aft- investigate the situation at the
ernoon gave many of us the university. The word lnvestlcate
opportunity to meet teach- is crucial and should be kept in
ers and fellow students on mind.
an informal basis. Farewell
It seem1 that aome faeuHy
to Fr. Hetherington, a clas- members, who were those who
sicist and botanist who has accused o t h e r professors of
never flagged in bis de- ieachlnc opinions eontrary to the
Farewell to Fr. Ratter- fense of guppies. Farewell Macisterhun. The Administration
man. Middle aged, a Cincin- to Michael FeITi, whose ac- reviewed the ch arc es. And
natian, and a cleric, he has tive approach to his studies thouch It found the charces sub·
somehow managed to re- made the classes we shared stantlally eorrect, H exonerated
main open-minded. This de- more meaningful for me. the accused faeulty members.
Farewell to Carroll Williams, Those professors who were frusserves a hearty salute.
who made football an ex- trated by the "whitewash" ol the
Farewell to R. W. Dun- citing spectator sport at Xa- Administration soucht out the
can. He is perhaps our finest vier for three years. And Archbishop,
student decadent, one who farewell to John Getz, the
According to Fr. Kenney, the
uses Shakespearean English editor of the News, who
Archbishop
then instituted a
gave
me
the
opportunity
to
in his speech and polishes
his rifle on Sunday morn- write things like this dur- board whose main aim was simply to find the truth. It was a
ings. In his satires he has ing the school year.
often stated his opposition
to the movement which
would make the sexes equal.
'fhis is consistent with his
heroic ideal, Natty Bumppo,
a fmntier celibate.

Farewell to Fr. Savage. He
is a delightful d e b u n k e r
who is not afraid to attack
commerce, sports, or Dame
Edith Sitwell. He is also a
scholar whose lectures and
sermons are outstanding. If
Fr. Savage s e e ms to be
grouchy once in a while, this
is only a pose. He is really
a kind man who is embarrassed at times by his own
good nature.

"fact-finding committee.'' The
administration was, theoretically,
no longer capable of reaching
the truth of the situation, The
faculty was divided and partisan.
"A disinterested, fact - finding,
truth-seeking party, outside of
the university, was needed." The
Archbishop was a reasonable
choice for this. "The chief con•
cern was the facts."

•

The result of this analysis of
the role of the board of inquiry is
that "the Archbishop did not violate academic freedom, but just
wanted the facts," according to
Fr. Kenney. All parties concerned
were free of c;oercion or pressure.
Those who appeared before the
board and contributed to the
"fact-finding" did so freely and
openly. "Freedom was operative
in the cases of both faculty and
administration," Fr. Kenney
said.

•

01 eourse, the accusation of
one croup of professors by a.nother Is only one facet of the
situation, according to Fr. Kenney·. The school, like St. John's,
has grown too fast. Some of the
teaehers are poorly or hardly
trained. "They were flashy, but
not solicl." The level of sophisf.icatlon of the students is low,
says Fr. Kenney,

The upshot of all this is that
the Archbishop did not arbi·
trarily intrude into the life of
Dayton. First of all, he was requested by at least two groups
involved. Secondly, he only came
as a disinterested fact-seeker.
This has been, according to Fr.
Kenney, a cry raised by those
who just do not know what was
what, who supposedly did not
have the facts.

Kerr Elected
Law President
The St. Thomas More Pre-Law
Society held their annual elections Wednesday, May 10. Election results are as follows:
President, Kent Kerr; Vice
President, Jim Leehner; Secretary, Pat King; Treasurer, Mike
Cun-o.

Offer ends
51
ay31 •

•

Farewell to Dr. Werner.
He is an outstanding man.
Anyone who bas heard
about his automobile collection, his bomb shelter · in
New Hampshire, his search
for a toothpick in Russia,
and his friendship with some
of the outstanding physicists
of our age, will never forget
him.

WANTED
Member of Xavier Faculty or
Staff for Manager of Oxford
Apartments. Must be married.
Phone 271-8022, Evenings.

You have until May 31st to get all the trav~lers checks you want
-up to $S,OOO worth-for a fee of just $2$li!. At banks everywhere.
You can save real monev by
buying First .National City
Travelers Checks now for your
summer vacation trip. Read

how.

Normally travelers checks carry

THE SHl,RT

a fee of a penny a dollar. It costs $1

LAUNDRY

$200, $10 for $1,000, and so forth.

1616 Montcomery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Rlocks North of the Dorm

for $100 worth of checks, $2 for

(Under New Manacemen&)

Now, during May only, you can
buy any amount you need- up to
$5,000. worth-for only $2, plus
the face value of the checks. You
could save up to $48. (For less than
$200 worth, of course, the fee is less
than$2.)
If you're planning a trip to
Europe, what you save from this
offer could pay for an extra day on·
the Rhine. Or dinner and Shakespeare at Stratford.
or·a patch of grass at the Newport Jazz Festival, if you're &tayin1
doser to home.

3858 Montgomery Rd.

Welcomed everywhere.

BACHELOR SERVICE

FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
•·•·HOUR SKRVICE •

Ml.KE'S
Barber s·h°op
At Clenea:r
Just I mine. from oil Xavier Dorms

Special Discou1:1t
To All Xavier Student•
Show Your l.D. Card

J~st

world - airlines, car rental agen- Oft'er good onlv in U.S. and
cies, steamship lines, hotels, mo- Puerto Rico, May 1·31, 1967
tels, restaurants, stores, etc.
Never before has such complete
You can spend them as easily at protection fol' your cash been so
Le Drugstore as at the drugstore. Inexpensive. So act fast. Get yo~r
And they're just as convenient on summer supply of First National
a weekend trip as on a world tour. City Travelers Checks now. They
can be bought at most banks and
Fast refund in case of 10111
savings
institutions.
The greatest advantage of First
If
your
vacation money is in your
National City Travelers Checks is
local
bank
and you won't be home
that you get your money back
promptly if they're lost or stolen. until after May 31, you can still
We've built a security network of take advantage of this offer. Just
25,000 banking offices around the mail this ad to your parents and ask
world where you can get lost them to send your money to you.
checks refunded fast. On the spot.
Note to all banks and
How do you find the nearest re1avin11 in1titution1
fund offices? In the Continental
.
During
the month of May, we're
U.S., call Western Union Operator
making
this
unusual introductory
25. Abroad, we've supplied every
principal hotel with a list of the offer to your customers at no cost
to you. Your customer gets the savnearest offices.
No wonder we're called the lrig, but you earn your normal com•
Maximum Security travelers check. .mission.

Buv now, travel later

Buy your travelers checks now
First National City Bank has - at a saving - and use them later.
.been in the travelers check busi- Many people, in fact, keep some
ness for 63 years. Our checks are travelers checks on hand as insurknown and accepted in more than . ance against the day when they may
, a millioP. places throuahout the need cash in an emergency,

·First
National City
Travelers Checks
· Member Federal Oepo1l1 Insurance Corpora1lo11e

01967 fllll Nadonal Cl&v U.nk, New Y01k.
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Young Condemns Vietnam War
In an issue of the Congressional Record earlier this

nam has been a failure-that it
has not stopped infiltration from
the North, broken Hanoi's will
to fight, or brought the adversary
to the conference table, but has
only resulted in the death of
young Americans and the destruction of billions of dollars
worth of American aircraft. He
also expressed the conviction that
the bombing of civilian areas of
North Vietnam does not in any
measurable way bring. us any
closer to victory and only makes
it harder for us to bring the Vietcong and the Hanoi government
to negotiations.

year Senator Young of Ohio blasted both the present Ad-

ministration and the war in Vietnam.
"The time has come for the
administration to take more
meaningful steps towards bringing the Viet Cong and the Hanoi
government to the confct·ence
lable, and, until an armistice and
cease-fire is accomplished, to cut
our losses in our involvement of
500,000 men of om Armed Forces
in a miserable civil war Jn Vietnam.
He went on to state that, de3Pite the professions to the contrary, our present diplomatic offensive appears doomed to failure because our mJUtary pollc1'
contradicts, instead of eomplementlng, It. Be maintained that
we are fl&"htios a war almoat
by ·ourselves, with few allles or
friends, and In a distant eoUDU1'
which ean never be or any strategic or eeonomle imPorlance to
the U.S.
Young cited U Thant's ·annual
report to the United Nations
General Assembly, in calling for
an end to the bombing of North
Vietnam as the first step toward
inducing representatives of the
Vietcong and the Hanoi government to the bargaining table.
This, in turn, according to Thant,
implies the United States' acceptance of the Vietcong or National Liberation Front, as an
independent party to participate
in peace negotiations.
Here Young exhorted the senators to consider Thant's plan:
"Nothing else has succeeded so
far, why not try his (Thant's)
plan?"
He then went on to summarily
condemn Secretary of State Dean
Rusk's professed readiness "to go
to any length for an honorable
solution of the conflict," while
iat the same time being less than
honest first by avoiding agreeing
to the seating of independent
dele,::ates of the Vietcong, or Na-

------------tional Liberation Front, at the
negotiating table to discuss an
armistice or cease-fire and, second, for his evading the question
as to whether the Vietcong
should be permitted to be rep•
resented at a conference by dele•
gate independent of delegates of
the U. S. and of the Hanoi and
Saigon governments. In connec•
tion with this, Young stated that
more than eighty per cent of the
Vietcong fighting in the Mekong
Delta were born and reared
there. His wish for a peace con•
ference is for delegates of the
National Liberation Front, Ho
Chi Minh's Hanoi government,
and the Saigon government of
Premier Ky, as well as from the
United States.

Condemned by Young In thla
rerarct were "&"enerals ancl ex•
cenerals who are stronc on ad·
vice and vocal Power but weak
on brain power." Younc lb tllJs
llcht seeks the supremacy of
elvlllao over mllitary authority
ID this country, along with the
reeornltion of the difference. be•
tween political a n d mllitar1'
problems. He pleaded also for a
cut lo the war effort which now
costs the taxpayera lU billion
dollars a month. The senator
smashed the Idea that Vietnam
Is a eruclal Westem beachhead
on the Asian mainland, holdlns
that It Is, rather, lo the words
of Generals Ridgway aocl Gavin,
"the worst plaee in the world for
• to eD&"a&'e lb a land operation
with hundreds of thousands ol
Ameriean troops.

YoUDr went on to •1' that "If

we really want ne&"otlatlons, we
nould atempt U Thant'a advice
and simply end the bombln&' of
North Vietnam without condl•
Uona, and then, followlnir an•
nouneement of that polle>-, en•
eouran Pope Paul VI, Seereta17
General U Thant, and memben
of the lntema&ional C on tr o I
Conuol. .on to .eek a reconveo•
Inc of the Geneva Coalerenee ID
llOllle Asiatic cit>-•"
The Senator here maintained
that our bombing of North Viet•

'~Ji-'111-Lttk-en_E_N_C_O_R_E_·.
The Masque Society has re.
cently come under the criticism
of certain members of the uni·
versity community, the object of
the criticism being the selection
of recent plays, most notably the
musical "Along the Old Mizzou."
It seems that anything less than
a show which has just spent three
illustrious years on Broadway, to
rave reviews, is not worth the
price of admission. What is evi•
dent in analyzing such criticism
is that most .of the so-called
critics went into the theater with
the presupposition that they were
to be in for a grueling evening of
musical comedy.
The question of the hour was,
"How could anything worthwhile
be written by a bunch of Jesuits?"
I do not think the play deserved
such treatment.
I am prepared to concede that
neither the book nor the music
is the best ever; but even a nowso-famous play as "Camelot" has
a rotten script and several songs
which at best are mediocre.
Judging as impartially as I
was able, I saw an enjoyable

_J

show. The cast was as well balanced as any I have seen at
Xavier. The leads without excep.
tion did an outstanding job. Despite his being maligned by one
of the other News critics, Tom
Ellerbrock turned in a v e r y
amusing performance as "the villain," Napoleon Burns. Jan Robinson, who has had professional
experience, brightened the show
considerably with her excellent
vocal and acting ability. Some
of the songs were amusing; several were quite beautiful.
When the Masque turns in an
above-average job, as it did with
"Mizzou," I find it awfully tl'ivial
to register gripes which amount
to nothing more than the question, "Why can't you afford to
do 'My Fair Lady' every year?"
The question which follows would
be, "Yes, and why not bring Rex
Harrison and Julie Andrews to
take the leads?" It all comes
down to the same thing, blg musicals cost big money, moneys
which obviously are not readily
available.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
SOCIETY'S TRAININC PROCRAM
Enables Students to Average·

PART-TIME HOTEL CLERK
Vernon Manor Hotel needs college student for shifts
at main desk, 7 :00 a.m. to 3 p.m., and 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.
rotate during vacations aud other hotel work.

Call or See MISS DAVITT, 281-3300
.

$1,500.00 for the Summer
•.-SCHOLARSHIPS
• CUARANTEED INCOME
• CONTESTS
•FUN
Apply to Mr. Stafford
J7J7 Section. Road, Suite A·l'

:

II A.M. to 3 P.M.

Pa&'e l!lnea
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Brueggeman Reviews NCR Journalism
Jn light of the attention 1iv-

en to the "National Catholic Re)IOrter" in last week's issue of
the News, Rev. Edward B.
Brueggeman, S..J., chairman of
the department of theology, was
contacted by the News and offered the following mixed endorsement of the NCR and its
often criticized brnnd of Catholic
journalism:
Whatever one might say about
the "National Catholic Reporter"
one must admit that it is always
interesting and eagerly devoured
by its readers. Its editors and
reporters seem to be able to ferret out news items which few
others can find. For those who
want Catholic sensational news
without having to search through
center sections of our dailies, or
even our Catholic weeklies, the
NCR has become a must.

ful. Titles whcih might read like
the following would be commonplace: "Dutch Bishops reveal 90
priests have quit," "Louvain,
Catholic U., St. John's and their

BEV. E. II. BRUEGGEMAN, S •.J.
, •• offers criticique of NCR

n was eoncelved and estabJished by la1men as an Independ- freedom lag," "Disciplined priest
ent journal, thou«h ii becan u
is relieved of post," "Du Bay and
a seml-dloeesan (Kansas Clt1-St. · Priest-Unions," Dominican Editor
Joseph, Mllaouri) weekly, with fired," "Sister Jacqueline's leap
the blesslnc and flnanelal asslsover the wall," "Miss Grennan
tanee of the bishop of that dl- and the Secular College,"-all of
eeese. U was a suceess aim••
everni«hi and soon beeame selfsupporiln&'; and Ii now llas, it
11eems, severed all ties with the
dtoeese, Just reeent11 Bish~
Helmslnc, no mean liberal himself, baa pabltel1 dlsauoeiated
hlmaelf from the policies of the
NCR beeause of It. seemin«l7
slanted reportm. on blrth-eontrol, eelibae1, unwananted erltlelsm of the hierarchy; for Its
exploitln&' of situations of apparent or real eonnlct between
bishops and priests, elergy and
laity,

which is scarcely calculated to
win friends among the fainthearted, and must surely make
many squirm.
NCR's · !!coops and bombshells
are c om m o n occurrences-like
the recent 11ews-leak about the
Vatican Birth-Control Commission's report. Nothing, literally
nothing, seems to remain secret
or sacred-not even the reports
of a committee sworn to secrecy.
Whatever their eontaets, whether
they be some malcontents among
the clergy or among well-placed
laity, one cannot but admit that
these contacts do come up with
the news. Ottaviani, Spellman,
Mcintyre, and even Paul VI, all
come in for some persistent and
embarrassing criticism, presented
in a flamboyant manner, which
at times almost beggars credibility. Pope John .XXIII is editorially canonized for throwing
open the doors and windows of
the church to let out the stale
air of outmoded practices and to
let in the invigorating fresh air
of dialogue, etc., while Paul VI
is shown as an indecisive, foot-

dragging pontiff, who basically
has little to recommend him.

sa,.

Perhaps one should not
that the news reported is slanted
but that the items chosen aft In
keepinc with the erusading obJeetives of this croup of ang17
1oung editors and reporters.
Though their criticisms of per.
l!IOns in authority in the church
Hare m e a n t to be reasonable,
tourteous, and just," they seem
at times to be meant also to be
exeesslvel1 blunt and to convey
real indi&"nation. One c a n 11 o t
overnight undo a tradition in
which the layman did not even
eonceive of a sub-Ordinate role
in the ehurch. Leadership from
the laity is most desirable (as the
NCR avows), but to assume, as
the NCR also suggests, that "laymen are really crowdin&" the
wings waiting to take over starring roles," in r u n n i n I' the
chureh Itself, appears te be a
little naive. Jn times past a kind
of triumphalism and an authoritarian, arroeant, brusque, patronizing manner, In wbleh some
ecclesiastles might have veated
the laity, waa eer&alnlJ repre-

sensible, bat to d a 1 our new
angry y o u n c editors seem at
times to bave assumed the man•
tie of quasi-Infallibility in th•'
wa1 tbe1 Mldrese their fellow
laymen and even the Pope him•·
self.
A column called CRY PAX is
a tongue-in-cheek reporting of
foibles, puerilities and malapl'ops
gleaned from church bulletins,
etc., which cause many a merry
chuckle, but which also em-·
barrass many a busy and lrnhassed curate or pastor who must
throw a weekly parish bulletin
together some late Thursday e\·eningi as he comes home Crom a
full day of teaching.

Whatever one may s;iy ;ibout
the NCR it is one of the most
eagerly awaited and avidly re;id
newspapers on the present Cath-·
olic scene. It will never, I feel,
be vomited from the mouth or
God fo1• its lukewarm neutrality.
It is either red-hot or ice-colrl
in its reporting of the issues of
the day, It is indeed a paper·
which the present-day Catholic:
collegian could read with profit,

The NCR is a crusading newspaper, seeking to hasten at a
breakneck pace· the a«clornamento and modernization of the
churd1-an objective more easily advocated than accomplished.
The troubled status of today's
church is regulal'ly headlined;
its triumphalism, legalism, traditionalism, institutionalism, isolationalism, immobilism and curialism, are all enthusiastically
pilloried. In itself this could be
a real virtue of the paper, but
1he manner of presentation becomes irritating to not a few
readers and seems to add only
to the confusion.

.

Sensationalism and scandalous
11ews items, more or less factual,
are at times gleefully highlighted, thus embarrassing church
authorities and even the faith-
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GT+38S=NEW DART GTS.
Facilitl•• for 2,000
Yount Men, Wo...n •nil
familiH

·Chicago, llllnol• 60605

That's what we did. Took a well-tested
383-cubic-inch 4-bbl. V8 and slipped it
under the hood of Dart GT. The result~
Dart GTS. A brand-new optional package
<>f performance goodies featuring~
• Dual exhausts. • Heavy-duty suspension. • Red Line wide-oval tires. • Disc
brakes up front. • Either four-speed
manual or three-speed automatic transminion. • And a low moan from the low·

just won't understand and your girl friend
will eventually get used to.
The GTS package is available on both
Dart GT models. two-door hardtop and
convertible. And with either GT. you
start with such standard features as
• All-vinyl upholstery. • Foam-padded
seats. • Full carpeting.
GT 383. The newest winning formula
from Dodge. Check it out righl now a~

Teleph.,..a (312) '22·310

rntric:tion air cloner that your eldi~s

your nearby Dodge Dealer's.

Near the loop, Museu••1
StorH and Art Cent•••
$3.10 to $8.25
Weelclr ratH also ovoiloble.

Cltlco10'•
.
YMCA HOTEL
126 S••Walaash Avenue

+

Dodge

•

CHRYSLER
MOnllll CIOUGM'lm

.............
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"Uincinnati's
Grand Old
Lady"
oooWOtJ[}u [Ji]i)@)@]@[(Oll O@l@<IJ@
·tastefully decorated in traditional Italian and French Provincial decor • , • air condi·
Luxury Su'•feS ...
lioned ••• fully carpeted ••• daily maid service and linens ••. food service .•• 24 hour
telephone service by Edna and Margaret ••• comfortable living in suburban atmosphere ••• large rooms ·and cupboards •.•
modern kitchens and baths .•• kept shiny and clean by Housekeeper Helen Schechter, Pinky and Supt. CoJ Ellioll ••• call
Miss Davill for a tour and details. Reserved parking in garage and doorman service.

Business Offices .... Nowparking.
~vailable lower level and lobby floors, ideal location,
...
from the courteous service of Door11en Ernie 111d Johnny, to the
And For Madame
.
friendly welcome of Wil1111, &11dys, Evelyn and Manin al t 1e desk, lo
reserve~

1

!he promptness 11 Mel1l4e and •• on the elevators, the VERNON MANOR HOTEL makes rou feel like "Queen
for • DilJ".

Forum Room .Of Tlte VII Caesars

••• llom111 feasts 11 their Hsi ••• evening dinners by candlelight
till 9 ,. •· S1lurd1ys until 10 '· m. • • • German, French and ltalia11
Cuisine • • • Prime beef 1114 air·shipped fresh live set foods • , •
Chicken
Dumplings ••• Stuerbrauten and German potato pancakes
••• home.made turtle soup dailr , •• all served by top waiters frH~,
PM, 1111, It, fnle ... lml• • • • ca II Mr. Weller or Captalll Charles .
for rour lmrile table , •• 1 regal 1tmosphere lit for Caem ftr tht
price el tnlJ 1 few lire!

Celebrity Corner

an•

••• That's wh• scr1en st111t TV ind worlcl
celebrites prefer the suburban auiet and relaxint
•tmosphere of the VERNON MANOR to a busy
commercial hotel ••• guests this year included
Artllur Cetlfr.,, 1111 le.tin, fr111ci1 C1r•IHI

.

=~~·~ ~.:~ r:;i::;•. ·::•.:~..,••~:::r.
an.. ... ••ni. .... G.
Willi-•.

M......
I•-••• ....,
Tlte "400" Coclcfail lounge f~ti~t·. -rhd•t!~ierhcr;
Pltm S1ll111er. S•. llllerl

• .,,... end

man• 1ther1.

400 lloom where
the elite of the Queen City meet every night for JUMBO COCKTAILS from 5 to 7 o.m.
with SHlllLIY JESTER playing and singing your favorite songs ••• Erv l•J and Jo•1111y,
Cincinnati's expert mixologists, provide you with a real drink brim full ••• open Jailv
.from 11 1.m. lo 2 a.m. the next morning •• , Dilflcing Friday and S1turday niohls
, • food served by Hottle and the town's most charming waitresses ••• How 11bout I
•
lautttred ruia while cuddled 1roun4 1ur Flrepl1et this wintt"

~~~!~! tE'!.~.. ~'!!f!:.~-~~~f!!!.!.

Md hickory smoked b1con 111d POrk S1usat1 ••• open daily 12 I«>
3:30 p, m., 5:30 to 1 1. 111. Sundan 9 1. 111. to 2:30 p, 111., incl
1
1
~::e~· 2'tieJ?
mvoii; t!:~r~f!" ~:n~~~:,e·~euMJic.; '1¥i1,~.,~~ d
ll•IM • • • with that fresh daily made coffee • • • from 1 snack
10 a feast. th1 SNOOT\' FOX ii the wise incl cunnin1 place ill
Which to HI,

Ms

JIMMY WILBER PLAYS llOHnYOocktail Hour and 'Iii I LI.
Noon C"uclcW a gOn . , .

Mondavs thru Fridavs 11 :30 to 2:30 P. m. see tht
beautiful fresh roasled Prime Rump of Beef, Baked Virginia
Ham. Turkcv. Homemade Turtle Soup ••. and on tho table
those delicious German dill pickles, fre5h sauerkraut and green tomatoes ••• a complete lunch for only $1.35
• , •• watch Chef Ernie prepare vour favorite Hndwich • , , in and out in 20 minutes with Muzak background
aerved bv lovely ViwiH, L•i11 and Myrtle,

leach Club
And Swimming Pool ihru·s~g,e~~J: :~·~~ri~~:
m.
OPen 7 davs week 10 1.

to 10 p. m. , , , Join now, 11 membershlPS 1r1 limited".'emberships and lockers''•

Parti·es And Meeti·ngs ...
Pr'·vafe
.
.
}~g~ in~ 0 r~li.o~s. trJ :J~u~f

luncheons. dinners ........

tho beaut1fot private oarty rooms-the Garden, Colonial. Chinese, Boot 1nd Pari•ian Rooms • , • No room ch11111
for 11roups dining with us , , • Call M1itre D' leb1rt WeiHr for rei;ervations ind menus.

fRff PARKING AT All TIMES. "YOU CAN STAY AT ANY HOTEL, BUT YOU CAN LIH. AT THf. YERllON MANOR."
llOME OF W.Z.l.P,

Dr. &Mrs. Joseph Link Jr., President ·1 Exec. Vice President

Jb1 Viii Mm 111111 •lllk 11111'111 •Cilciild t6211•. •

281-3300
:
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